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The impact of power plant impingement on the 197^- sr>d 1975 year classes
of the Hudson River vhite perch population is assessed using a simple model
derived front Ricker's theory of fisheries dynamics,

las only da.ta required,

are estinates of the initial number of iapingea"ble juveniles, the number
impinged, and the rate of total mortality during the period of vulnerability.
The impact of impingement is expressed in the model as "the conditional nortality
rate, rather than as the aorc commonly used exploitation rate.

The conditional

mortality rate is superior as a measure of Impact for tvo reasons:

it accounts

for the differential impact of impinging fish of different ages, and it is
r.unerlcally equivalent to the fractional reduction in year-class abundance
due to impingement.

•

Since the calculated impact is sensitive to errors in tha estimatiopof population size and total mortality, ranges of probable values of these
quantities are used to compute upper and lower bounds on the fractional
reduction in abundance of each year class. Best estimates of abundance and
mortality are used to compute the conditional impingement mortality rate
separately for each plant and month.

The results are used to assess the

relative impacts of white perch impingement at six Hudson River power plants
and to identify the seasons during which the Impact Is highest.
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U.S. Department of Energy under contract W-7k05-eng~26 with Union Carbide
Corporation.
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-THE IMPACT OF IMPINGEMENT OK THS
HUDSON RIVER WHITE PSSCK POPULATION*

L. «'. Barathouse and W. Van Winkle
Enviroriental Sciences Division
Oak M d g a national Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3T830
INTRODUCTION
Large numbers of white perch, ranging in age from young-of-the-year
through adult, are impinged each year on the intake screens of six power
plants on the Hudson River:
Danskanmer, and Albany.

Bowline, Lovett, Indian Point, Roseton,

Concern about the magnitude of this impingement

and its potential effects on the Hudson River vhite perch population were
expressed in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (USI«RC) Final Environmental Statement for Indian Point Unit 3 (US3RC 1975)-

In response to this

concern, USLSC's Office Of Nuclear Regulatory Research has funded research
at Oak Ridge national Laboratory with the goal of evaluating the biological
significance of impingement losses of vhite perch at Indian Point and other
Hudson River power plants.

The objectives of the portion of cur work

described in this paper were (l) to estimate the impacts of impingement
on the 197^ and 1975 white perch year classes, (2) to identify the plants
responsible for the greatest impact, and (3) to identify the seasons during
which the greatest impact occurs.

Our results can aid In determining

whether mitigating measures should be implemented to protect this population, at which plants mitigation would bs most effective, and during
which seasons mitigation is most important.

.*Eesearc . sponsored by Office of Iluclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission under Interagency Agreement Ho. ^0-550-75 with the
• U.S. Department of Energy under contract V7-7liO5-eng-26\with Union Carbide
Corporation.
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I-lLTHQDS •
A n a l y t i c a l Methodology
T h i s a n a l y s i s was pez'formad u s i n g a s i m p l e model ( B a r n t h o u s e , DsAngelis,
ar-.d Christensen 1979) derived from Eicker's theory of fisheries dynamics.

The

measure of impact computed using this model i s the conditional mortality rate
(flicker 1975» D. 9).

As applied to impingement, the conditional mortality

rate is defined as the fraction of the vulnerable population that would be
.killed ~cy impingement in the absence of mortality from a l l other sources, -both
natural and anthropogenic (throughout this paper we denote mortality from a l l
other sources as "natural" mortality).

The conditional impingement mortality

rate has three major advantages over other quantitative estimates of impact.
First, i t i s numerically equal to the fractional reduction in year-class
abundance due to impingement, provided that density-dependent mortality is
negligible during the period of vtJ.nera'bility to impingement.
accounts for the differential

Second, i t

impact of impinging fish of different ages and,

vhen properly calculated, i t accounts for the effects of seasonal variations
in impingement.

Third, the only data required are estimates of the abundance

of each year class at the time juveniles become vulnerable to impingement,
monthly counts of the number of fish impinged, and monthly estimates of the
rate of t o t a l mortality during the period of vulnerability.
We have not attempted to extrapolate estimates of the direct impact of
impingement on single year classes to estimates of the long-term impact on
ths -white perch population as a whole.

Such extrapolations would have l i t t l e

value because the effects of compensatory processes, which undoubtedly
operate in this population, cannot be validly quantified from any existing
data.
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Given the data described above, the conditional impingement mortality
rate, computed for an arbitrarily defined time interval, is given "by:

m = 1-(1-A) U / A ,
vhere

'

(1)

' '

ia = conditional impingement mortality rate,
u = impingement exploitation rate (number of fish impinged / initial
population size), and
A = fraction of the initial population dying from all causes during the
tins interval.
If the tine interval chosen is the entire period of vulnerability of a year
class, and if the exploitation rate estimate includes ail members of that
year class that vsre impinged, tuen the value computed using equation 1 is an
estimate of the total conditional impingement mortality rate, (EW) for that
year class. We found it desirable, however, (l) to "break down A into components
duf: to impingement mortality and natural mortality, (2) to set the time
interval for calculation equal to one month rather than to the entire period
of vulnerability, and (3) to calculate separate conditional impingement
mortality rates for each of six power plants.

.

The two components of A are the conditional impingement mortality rate
(m) and the conditional natural mortality rate (n), vhich is defined as the
fraction of the initial population that would die of natural causes if there
were uo impingement. Expressing A in terms of m and n enabled us to compute
conditional impingement mortality rates for two different year classes using
a single estimate of natural mortality.

Equation 1 can be formulated in terms

of natural mortality simply by substituting (l-(l-n](l-n) = n+n-mn) for A.

A
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couplets derivation of equation. 1, including a method of calculating n, given
that A and u are known, is presented elsewhere (Barnthouse, DeAngelis, and
Christiansen 1979) •
For this assessment ve employed a tirae interval of one month in order to
account for seasonal fluctuations in impingement-

Such fluctuations can

introduce substantial errors into estimates of ia computed using annual or
longer tine intervals (Barnthouae, DeAngeiis, and Christensen 1979)- We
computed separate monthly values of m for each power plant.

Assuming

independence among months and among power plants, these values combine like
independent probabilities to yield estimates of the total conditional impingement mortality rate for each plant (m.^ ) and for all six plants combined (r.T):

k
= 1 - II (l-m ) ,

m

V

3=1

(2)

J

6
m =
1

1 - H (1-n. ) ,
1
i=l
*

(3)

vhere
k = number of months during which fish are vulnerable to impingement, and
_.

m. . = conditional impingement mortality rate for plant i during month j •

Initial population sizes for all months, following the first month, are
computed in sequence:

vhere
B. = population size at end of month j
«
- .
m . = conditional impingement mortality rate during month j , a l l plants
combined, and
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n. = conditional natural mortality- rate during mouth j.. •
Abundance, mortality, and impingement estimates
Estimates of the abundance of young-of-the-year white perch in "October '
197^ and October 19T5 were obtained fron. a nark/recapture program conducted
by Texas Instruments, Inc. (k'cFadden and Lawler 197T) - These estimates
(Table l) are based on winter and spring recaptures of finclipped vrhite
perch released the previous fall.

Descriptions of the methods used in data

collection and analysis can be found in reports prepared by Texas Instruments
for the Consolidated Edison Co. of New York (Texas Instruments 1975a, 1978).
Like any population estimates, Texas Instruments' mark/recapture estimates
are subject to sampling error and to a variety of potential biases.

For

this raason ve performed alternative calculations of nu. using ranges of •
abundance estimates for each year class (Table l ) . The upper and lower bcunds
chosen vere the upper and lover 95$ confidence limits presented by f-IcFadden
and Lawler (1977)-

Since young-of-the-year white perch begin to appear in

inpingecient collections in mid-July, we chose July 16 as the starting date
for the period of vulnerability to impingement.

The October mark/recapture

estimates were extrapolated backwards July 16 using the daily instantaneous
mortality rates discussed below.
Data presented by Dew (1978) and by Wallace (1971) indicate that total
nortality among yearling and older white perch is about 50$ per year.
Van. Winkle et al. (I9o0) applied Robson and Chapman's (1961) catch-curve
method to Dew's data on yearling and older white perch in the Hudson and
obtained a value of 0.^9-

Wallace estimated mortality among age 1-U white

perch in the Delaware River to.be 0.5*+ for males and O.58 for fenisles. We
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"believe that 0.50 is a reasonable estimate of annual mortality ( A ) , and this
is Vne value vs used in our assessment.
None of the .wailable data appear adequate for deriving reliable estimates of total mortality in young-of-the-year white perch.
fore, used a range of values.

V7e have, there-

As a high estimate we used the value of 0.80

assumed by KcFadden and Lavler (1977).

For reasons discussed by Van VfinlU.e

et 5.1. (1980}, this value is probably an overestimate.

Alternatively, we

havs assumed that mortality among impingeable young-of-the-year is identical
to.that among yearling arid older fish, i.e., about 0-5-

Since young-of-the-

year probably suffer higher mortality than older fish, this value is probably
an underestimate.
We have formulated the model in terms of. natural mortality (n) even
though only total mortality («.) is directly measureable.

A and n are, for

practical purposes, indistinguishable when natural mortality is high relative
to impingement mortality.

For \example, the value of n calculated by Baz*nthouse,

DeAr.gelis, and Christensen (197$) for young-of- the -year striped bass was 0-79,
only trivially surlier than the total mortality rate of 0.80.
throughout this analysis that n is approximately equal to A.

We have assumed
We calculated

monthly values of n from the annual values using the following procedure.
The annual instantaneous natural mortality rate (H) is equal to -ln(l-n).
Given M, the daily instantaneous natural mortality rate (r ) is equal to
M/3o5 (Table 1, footnote b ) . Monthly conditional natural mortality rates
(n^) are equal to l-exp(-d.r ) , vhere d
<J

J n

j

is the number of days in month j .

Estimates of the number of whita perch impinged and killed by Hudson River
paver plants during 197^-77 were calculated by Van tinkle et al. (1980) from
ditta obtained from the Hudson River utilities.

It was assumed that, for all
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p l a n t s except Indian Point (where a l l impinged f i s h a r e c o l l e c t e d ) , f a c t o r s

•

pro:aohi;:.-j o v e r e s t i m a t e s ( p r i n c i p a l l y t h e s u r v i v a l of impinged f i s h ) and u n d e r estimates ( p r i n c i p a l l y c o l l e c t i o n efficiency)
i n magnitude.

of impingement a r e roughly equal

I t appears from data on t h e length-fi-equency d i s t r i b u t i o n of

impinged w h i t e perch t h a t r e l a t i v e l y few f i s h o l d e r than age I I are impinged.
Young-of-the-year "white perch a r e r e a d i l y d i s t i n g u i s h e d from older fish on
the b a s i s of s i z e , but y e a r l i n g s cannot be c l e a r l y d i s t i n g u i s h e d from two- •
year-olds.

Therefore, we employed two a l t e r n a t i v e assumptions about the age

d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e inp.Lngeir.ent " c a t c h . "

F i r s t , we assumed t h a t a l l impinged

white perch o l d e r than age 0 a r e y e a r l i n g s , r e s u l t i n g in two y e a r s of
v u l n e r a b i l i t y t o impingement.

A l t e r n a t i v e l y , we assumed t h a t h a l f of these

f i s h are y e a r l i n g s and h a l f a r e tvro-year-olds, r e s u l t i n g in t h r e e years of
v u l n e r a b i l i t y t o inpingener.t.

I t i s l i k e l y t h a t the t r u e s p l i t between •

y e a r l i n g s and two-year-olds l i e s between t h e s e extremes.

The Impingement

estimates used i n our a n a l y s i s a r e presented i n Table 2;

RESULTS
We applied the empirical model described above using all combinations of
estimates of initial abundance, mortality, and period of vulnerability of the
197^ and 1975 white perch year classes. Because no age-frequency distributions were available for impingement collections beyond December 1977, w s
could could not compute in- for the 1975 year class under the assumption of
three years of vulnerability to impingement.

Table 3 contains the ranges

of estimates of m T , for both year classes, for all plants combined.

These

estimates indicate that under the most optimistic assumptions, I.e., high
abundance, low natural mortality, and two years of vulnerability, impingement
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at Hudson River power plants reduced the size of the 19T-> 'whits perch year
class by about 10j£ and of the 1975 year class by about 8;J . ' Under' the most
pessimistic assumptions, the size of the 197^ year class, -was reduced by 59/>Overall, the estimates of EU. indicate a probable 20J> or larger reduction in
tha sise of the 197^ year class because of impingement.

Given that ve 'could

compute n T for the 1975 year class only under the optimistic assumption of
two years of vulnerability, our results indicate a probable 15^ or larg'.r
reduction in the abundance of this' year class.
The reproductive value of a sexually immature fish increases with its
age, because its probability of surviving to maturity increases.

For this

reason, the impact to a population of killing an immature fish increases with
its age (Barnthouse, DeAngelis, and Christensen 1979)-

Thus, the impingement

of yearling and tvo-year-old white perch has a substantially greater impact on
the white perch population 'Chan is" indicated by their contribution to the
impingement counts.

In Table h we have tabulated the contributions of yearling

and older white perch to EL., under assumptions yielding low (low young-of-thsyear natural mortality and two years of vulnerability) and high (high youngof-the-year natural mortality and three years of vulnerability) contributions
for these fish.

Assuming two years of vulnerability and low young-of-the-ysar

mortality, yearling and older white perch accounted for only 8% of the total
impingement count for the 197^ year class.

Yet the contribution of these fish,

to :.iT is about 20J? (0.028/0.153) as high as the contribution of young-of-theyear.

Under the assumption of three years of vulnerability, the contribution

of yearling and older fish is about 15% as high as tha contribution of youngof-the-year.

The contribution of yearling and older fish to m T for the 1975

year class is even higher than for 197^-
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Table 5 contains an analysis of the contribution of each of si:c power
stations "bo ni_ for each year class-

Since these results are relatively

insensitive to assumptions about abundance, mortality, and length of the
Toeriod of vulnerability, ve present the analysis for a single reference
case:

best estimate of initial population size,'high natural mortality,

and two years of vulnerability.

These results show that the impact of the

Indian Point lluclear Station (Units 1, 2, and 3 combined) was, for both
year classes, greater than, the combined impact of the other five plants.
Interestingly, the contributions of Bowline and Lovett were smaller in
comparison to thosa of Roseton, Dans?.asner, and Albany than would be expected
based on their contributions to the impingement; counts.

The explanation for

this result is that relatively more yearling and older white perch are inpinged at the latter three plants (Van Winkle et al- 198o).
Figure 1 -shows an analysis of the above reference case "by season. For.
both year classes, substantial impacts occurred only during winter (BecersberFebruary) and spring (March-May).

Not surprisingly, the seasonal pattern of

impacts for all plants combined is closely matched ~oy the seasonal pattern
at Indian Point.

The combined impact of the other five plants is spread

relatively evenly over the year.

DISCUSSION
Our analysis shovs that the abundance of the 197^ white perch year class
in the Hudson Biver was reduced by at least 1Q%, and probably by 20£ or nore,
because of iir.pingem.ent. The abundance of the 1975 yea-*" class was reduced by
at least 8%, and probably by 15% or more.

These impact estimates do not

include consideration of entrainment, so that the total impact"of power
plants on these year classes ^ J.S even greater than is indicated by our analysis.
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The f-d.cz that yearling and-older white'perch are vulnerable to impingement contributes to the surprisingly high impact of impingement on this
raooulation. However, it is the seasonal distribution of white perch that
is primarily responsible for their vulnerability.

These fish migrate to

the lover and middle estuary, vhere the Bowline, Lovett, and Indian Point
plants are located, during the late fall and remain there through, the -winter
(McFadden 1977).

Studies conducted by Texas Instruments (197-, 1975b)

suggest that the high levels of winter impingement of white perch at Indian
Point nay be related to their preference for deep areas of the Hudson River
channel-

In "the vicinity of Indian Point the channel is located along the

east shore of the Hudson, adjacent to the Indian Point intakes.

Impingement

"events" at Indian Point are also related to the presence of 'nigh concentrations of white perch in tine vicinity ox' the salt front, which fluctuates
above and below the plant during the vinter.

The mobility of these over-

wintering fish, and consequently, their ability to avoid intake structures,
is probably reduced because of near-freezing water temperatures.
Given the information presently available, it is our judgment that the
level of impingement impact on the Hudson River, white perch population is
high enough to warrant mitigation.

Since the Indian Point Generating Station

is responsible for most of the impact, mitigating -impingement at Indian Point
is the most effective way to protect this population.

This could be accomplished

either by reducing the number of fish impinged or by increasing the survival
rate of impinged fish.

Since impingement at Indian Point occurs primarily

during winter and early spring, any mitigating devices installed must be
effective at low temperatures in order for the impact to be substantially
reduced.

•

-
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liable 1.

I n i t i a l population sizes and eatir.iat^3 oi" natural
mortality for young-of-the-year white perch in.
tha Hudson River.
Population size
Natural
nortalityk

. Type o?
Date

estimate-

October l c

LB
EE
U3

12
21
39

1975
21
30
h5

Low
High

•16.8

2U.3
29. h

BE

Low
High

2U.3
. 29.h

3^-7
Hi.9

U5

Low
High'

^5.1

52.0
62.9

L3

July

(xio'6)
197^

13.9

5U.5

BE denotes the best estitaate of initial population size. LB and UB
denote the lover and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence interval about the best estimate.
Lov natural mortality: r n = O.OOI899 per day for the entire period.
of vulnerability to iiapinges:e:vt. This.instantaneous natural
mortality rate corresponds to an annual (i.e., 365 days) conditional
mortality rate due to all causes of mortality other than impingement
of 0.5.
High natural mortality: r n = O.OOUU09 per day from July 1.6 as you_-igof-the-year to May 31 of the following year just as they become
yearlings. This instanta.neous natural mortality i-ate corresponds to
an annual (i.e., 365 days) conditional mortality rate due to all
causes other than inpingeiaent of O.S. rn. = 0.001899 per day front
June 1 as yearlings .until, the end of the.period of vulnerability.
c
Size of the Hudson'River young-of-the-year white perch population on
October 1, as. estinated by Texas Instruments using mark-rec apt tire "
techniques (McFadden and Lawler, 1977, p. 2-VII-2, as modified by
errata).
Size of the Hudson River young-of-tlie-year white perch population
on July 16. It is calculated using the equation

P

July 16 ~PGctober

where values far P 0 c t o b e r

±

r

n) '

and r n are given elsewhere in this

table and 76 is the number of days between July 16 and October 1.
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1'ab.lc ~. Monthly estimates of t h e nunibar of v h i t a perch
ir-rpin.*:^-'! air. a l l th<=! Hudson. River power plants
eoribiued for the 1^7'i and 1975 year classes 8 Year class
!

1975

19T -

Kumber of :fears
of vulnerability
(years)

Month

0

6
7
3
9

3

0

0

8,898

10

n
12

2U5,U92
607,H3U

1
2

1*15,72^
270,571
139,751
609,090
91,910

6
7
8
9
10
li
12
1
2

3
5
2

2

3,W6
lU,887
26,239
112,957

3
k
5
1

3

2

Ikmiber of y ears
of vulnerabi Tity

37.2U2
22,126
lU,122
19,92U
19,53^
23,005
.7,803
33,078
9,293
•12,ltUU
lU,103
7,612

97,910
83,930

93,888

239,150
3U8.596
589,206
182,891
130,261
111,820

to,151
' 18,621
11,063

7,o6l
9,962
9,767

27,0l'i13,835
6,770
13,791

13,507
6,918
3,335

25,676

12,833

lU,002
3,902
19,039

12,552
t8,102
1^3,010

k,6k6

^3,558
^9,579
38,692
56,365

6,222
7,052
3,806

6,896

6,276

2^,051
71,505
21,779
2U,790
19,3^6
28,183

6
7
8
9

13,507
6,918
3,385

10
11
12
1
2

6,896

8,736

12,333

17,362
19,1^5
10,890

3
II

5

6,275
2U,051
71,505
21,779
2^,790

19*3^6

28,182

Table 7 of Van v/lnkle et a l . (1980).

35,710
8,805
12,662

Enrnthouse and Van Winkle
Table 3 . Estimates of t o t a l conditional impingement mortality rate3. (jnj) raid irq-'inseiiie
m t o s ( i n parentheses:)' - ^ ' t h e 197i) and 1975 year c l a s s e s of t h o Hudson River white jK-iv
p o p u l a t i o n . Eobim.al.es wero i.-ompulod. xuiiiiy M-.11 uojubJ.niH.icms u!' ituaujiU't/ioiii: about, i.n.; li;'..J.
population s i z e , natur.il ' m o r t a l i t y , and nuinbor of years oi" v u l n e r a b i l i t y .

I n i t i a l Population Si?.eC

Number of years
of vulnerability

Year
class

1975

liiflh

'Beat er,_tjLiiuvce_

IJOW

Natural mortality rate

Katxtrul m o r t a l i t y r a t e

d

Ifatural m o r t a l i t y :•:.'•:v u
Low .

..Jiigh

Low

High

Lov

High

0.309

0M6

0.177

0.255

0.095

0.137

(0.165).

(0.200)

(0.09*0

(0.11U)

(0.051)

(0.061)

0.166

0.2U5

0.116

0.172

0.077

0.115

(0.082)

(0.099)

• (0.057)

(0.069)

(0.038)

(0.0U6)

0.387

O.588

0.221

0.33S

0.119

0.1G1

(0.172)

(0.209)

(0.099)

: 0.119)

(0.053)

1975
a

'5:otal conditional impingement mortality rate calculated usins Eq.. (3) in text. Total conditions.! iOTpingor-eti
mortality rate3 are equal to fractional (or percent)- reductions in year-class strength due to impingement,
assuming no compensation.
Exploitation rate calculated by dividing the total number of white perch impinged in a year class during the
entire period'of vulnerability by the initial size of the youns-of-the-year population at the start of the
period of vulnerability.
•

D

See Table 2.

:

See Table 1.
footnote b to Table 1.

.

B-irrvthouse and Van Winkle

'•'T-i-.Qle- h. Contributions of age 0 versus age 1+ vhite perch to impingement counts and to
conditional .Ir.pir-geaer.t mortality rates for representative c?-ses yielding low
a:si high, contributions of older fish to xs.j.a
Ace 0
Fraction of
impingement count

m

Fraction of
impingement count

0.917

0.153

0.0o3

Lov natural mortality,
2 yeavj of v.ilnerabilit.-^

0.801

0.077

0.199

High natural mortality,
3 yii'trs of vulnerability 0

O.878

0.211

0.122

Year
Cij.33

'.L9"(h Low uLt-.i. u.--.1 mortality,
2 year:; of vulnera•bility1975

ge 1+
1+

0.023

0.155

"All oases use the "beat estimates of population size (Table l ) .
AsuriHtptiona yielding low contributions of r.ge 1+ impingement to the conditional
iapir.^enent mortality rate tire low age 0 mortality and 2 years of vulnerability to
"At:3Uin.ptions yielding high contributions of age 1+ impingement to conditional impingement
mortality rate are high age 0 mortality and 3 years of vulnerability to icpingeiaent.

hoiios and Van Winkle

Table 5-

Relative contributions of si:-: pover plants to
iapingenient counts arid plant-specific conditional impingement mortality rates .(*s-i.-) for
the 197^ and 1975 white perch year classes.a

1975 Year Class

197U Year Class

Plantb

Fraction of
impingement count

]E

i

Fraction of
impingement count

*i.

Bowline

0.131*

0 .033

0.066

0.013

Lovett

0.0 Vt

0 .008

0.020

0.003

Indian Point

0-771

0 .197

O.76U

0.12U

Roseton

0.023

0 .011

O.O67

0.016

D&nstaiuur

0.025

0 .011

O.O58

0.016

Albany

0.017

0 .011

0.025

0.008

"Analysis for reference case (best estimate of initial population,
high age 0 natural mortality, 2 years of vulnerability).
All units combined.

ORNL-DWG 80-7496 ESD
0.10

YEAR CLASS

UJ

£0.05
<

51*

< <

R

0.10

-

1975
YEAR CLASS

0.05

WINTER

Figure 1.

SPRING

EZZ3 ALL PLANTS
INDIAN POINT
ALL OTHERS

SUMMER

FALL

Seasonal comparison of conditional impingement mortality rates for

a l l plants combined, for Indian Point ( a l l units combined) and for a l l other
plants combined.

